inspire
Reimagining the Place-based Digital Experience

With the right tools, you can engage, retain, and INSPIRE your workforce.
SageVIEW Inspire™ takes you beyond traditional slides, weather
forecasts and news feeds to offer integrated, interactive, ROI-focused
employee engagement. SageVIEW Inspire helps drive results by focusing
on core objectives:
Performance Optimization – In retail, metrics matter. By sharing up-todate metrics organization-wide, SageVIEW Inspire helps drive revenue,
improve efficiency and improve customer service.
Employee Engagement – By offering compelling vision, showing
appreciation, and fostering trust, you can improve retention, reduce
absenteeism, and reduce defects and accidents.
Risk Mitigation – Creating compelling awareness campaigns on topics
such as security, diversity, and harassment, SageVIEW Inspire can help
mitigate risk and contribute to a safer, more welcoming workplace.
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• Drive Positive Business Outcomes:
Improve sales, organizational 		
performance, and employee retention
• Improve Employee Engagement:
Integrated, interactive content to inspire
clarity and competence

Customer
Loyalty

Customer
Satisfaction

Features & Benefits:

Profits

ENGAGE. RETAIN. INSPIRE.

• Business Systems Integration 		
and Automation: Including Salesforce,
WorkDay, SharePoint, Power BI, Slack
and more
• Addressable, Scalable, Adaptable:
Expandable to over 20,000 sites,
while capable of targeting specific
content to specific sites

In-store, at headquarters, or both, SageVIEW Inspire helps you provide the best
experience for your employees. In turn, they provide the best experience for your
customers. Simply put, with an employee-facing digital solution from SageNet,
you can engage, retain, and INSPIRE your workforce.
With the right solution, you can improve your employee productivity by 20-25%
and together, we can make sure your customers remember a positive interaction
and keep coming back.
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ENGAGE. RETAIN. INSPIRE.
SageVIEW Inspire is unique in the many layers of benefits
it offers to your Internal Communications strategy:
• Message Retention - Repeated immersions of
memorable digital content create deeper connections.
Content focused on your Core Business Objectives,
Best Practices, and Risk Mitigation campaigns helps
shape corporate culture and employee behavior.
• Message Reinforcement - By aligning your content
with messaging delivered by your Store Managers,
and other communication channels, you improve the
impact of your message across all channels.
• Reaching Non-Digital Employees - Often in retail
and logistics locations, you find larger groups of nondigital employees. SageVIEW Inspire allows you to
effectively reach this segment of your workforce.

• Alternative Channel for HR Messaging - HR managers
often complain nobody is reading their emails or posts.
In these cases, signage helps improve the likelihood that
important messaging is reaching your audience.
• Supplementing Manager Communications - Your
managers wear many hats. SageVIEW Inspire helps
ensure your messaging reaches all employees effectively
and consistently.
• Immediacy - In critical moments, digital signage offers
immediacy for rapidly communicating a message across
your organization. This helps remove ambiguity, providing
accurate information when it is needed most.
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Don’t Miss Our Other SageVIEW Solution Suites:
• SageVIEW ImpactTM utilizes state-of-the-art technology and dynamic content to leverage hyper-targeted media
to connect retailers with consumers in-store; outdoors at the drive-thru, curb, or pumpside; and via menuboards.
• SageVIEW Experience LabsTM specializes in content development, data integration, interactivity, and analytics
to optimize human-oriented media-rich interactive digital experiences.
• SageVIEW ServicesTM truly differentiate SageVIEW from traditional hardware or software-driven approaches.
SageVIEW Professional Services, centered in the National Logistics Center, get you strategically to Day One.
SageVIEW Managed Services ensure a sustainable, scalable digital experience to Day 1,000 and beyond.

SageNet Managed Services
Enhancing the SageVIEW digital experience platform, SageNet has more than 30 years of experience providing
a broad range of managed network and cybersecurity services to the retail industry, from primary and back-up
networks, merchant connectivity and PCI compliant networks to customized networking technology solutions – all
optimized to meet the needs of multi-site operations.

To learn more about SageVIEWTM, visit www.sagenet.com or call 1-866-480-2263.
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